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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Fall back

Sports

Verge

It’s that time of year again.
Clocks should be set back at
2 a.m. Sunday morning.

Oh My God plays Stix this
weekend.
Story on Page 1B

Panthers face undefeated foe
Western Kentucky for OVC
lead Saturday.
Story on Page 8

A light in the dark

Council
will guide
high-tech
education
By Michelle Jones
Campus editor

Kate Mitchell / Staff photographer
Eastern students gathered at the Campus Pond pavilion on Thursday night to initiate the “Take Back the Night” walk. The purpose of the walk is to
show support for victims of sexual assault.

Campus marches against sexual violence
By Karen Kirr
Staff writer

Passionate chants of “no means no, take
back the night,” could be heard throughout
all vicinities of campus as the 11th annual
“Take Back the Night” walk took place at
Eastern.
The one-mile walk that started at the
Campus Pond pavilion took place to show
support for victims of sexual assault and to
shout out against violence, said Ben
Stenson, organizer and director of adult
education.
“We wanted to take back the night from
people who perpetuate violence,” Stenson
said. “This walk shows victims of sexual
assault they are not alone.”
The night provides a definite message to
sex offenders that it is not acceptable behavior, Stenson said.

“We wanted to encourage students that
sexual assault can come to an end,” he said.
“We also wanted to promote healing to
victims who have suffered through this and
support them. Honoring victims and survivors who have suffered is really what we
are accomplishing through the event.”
Co-sponsoring sorority Delta Sigma
Theta held a banner and torches as they lead
participants, holding candles provided by
Susan Woods and Barb Walker of the health
studies department, on the walk that
weaved around campus.
The Sexual Assault Counseling and
Information Service and the Women’s
Advocacy Council also sponsored the
event.
The event has been popularized throughout the country and is held in various communities in different seasons to accommodate the unique circumstances surrounding

each march.
“We always have (the walk) in October
because the students are around and the
weather is usually good,” Stenson said.
Kim Boyle, a sophomore elementary
education major and participant in the walk,
decided to attend the walk because of
friends she has known that have endured
experiences as a result of violence, Boyle
said.
“This walk really shows exceptional
support for victims of abuse and assault,”
said Julie McKendry, a sophomore elementary education major and a participant in the
walk.
The event concluded after the walk with
victims reading poetry in front of a blazing
bonfire.
Stenson said he was thankful to all the
students, staff and organizations who
helped make the evening a success.

RHA, greeks stage Halloween events for kids
By Brandi Volk and Kane Click
Staff writers

Children of the Charleston community
will have many fun Halloween activities to
take part in in the next few days.
The Panhellenic and Intrafraternity
councils will host “Ghosts, Greeks and
Goblins” from 6 to 9 p.m. Saturday at
Greek Court on South Ninth Street.
A Kid’s Night will take place from 7 to
9 p.m. Monday at Pemberton Hall; and
Andrews, Carman, Douglas, Lawson,
McKinney, Stevenson, Ford, Lincoln and
Taylor halls will have treak-or-treating
Tuesday.
The fraternities and sororities in Greek
Court will hand out candy to all children
who visit “Ghosts, Goblings and Greeks,”
Saturday night, said Kelly Moeller,

Panhellenic Council community service cochair.
“We plan to provide a safe and fun alternative to trick-or-treating for children of all
ages and to extend our hand to the community for holiday fun,” Moeller said.
The greeks also will host a number of
events including Bozo Buckets, face painting, Halloween twister, apple bobs and a
teen dance, she said.
Kid’s Night will be like a carnival for the
children, said Michelle Braddock,
Residence Hall Association representative
for Pemberton Hall Council.
Children can trick-or-treat and participate in games such as pin the wood on the
witches nose, fishing for teeth and putting a
skeleton together, Braddock said.
Tuesday at Andrews Hall, children can
fish for sacks of goodies and prizes, said

Stuart Kaeding, resident director of
Andrews.
A costume contest is open for children
of all ages and prizes will be awarded, he
said. Judging for ages 5 and under will be at
6 p.m., ages 6 to 11 at 7 p.m., and 12 and
older at 8 p.m.
In Lincoln Hall, children can trick-ortreat and attend a party in the basement
from 6 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Children can play games such as pin the
spider on the web and participate in a
mummy wrap, said Carrie Kledvik, secretary of Lincoln’s Hall Council.
Trick-or-treating in Andrews, Douglas,
Carmen, McKinney, Lawson and
Stevenson halls will be from 6 to 9 p.m.
Ford Hall will have trick-or-treating from
6:30 to 8 p.m. Weller and Taylor halls will
have trick-or-treating from 7 to 9 p.m.

A new committee for technology in education
was established to meet the goals and recommendations of the Council of Deans, said Lida Wall,
interim vice president for academic affairs.
The Technology Enhanced and Delivered
Education, headed by a steering committee, will
meet at 4 p.m. every Thursday in Room 100 of
Blair Hall.
A public commitment was made at the June 12
Board of Trustees meeting to enhance learning
and technology at Eastern, Wall said. After the
meeting, the Council of Deans developed a document on technology and education, which resulted in the formation of the steering committee.
The TEDE has four purposes, Wall said.
“The committee has as its charge to preserve
Eastern’s defining educational values, enhance
program quality and teaching excellence, enrich
educational experiences for on-campus students
and expand our outreach to off-campus constituencies,” she said.
Bob Augustine, dean of the graduate school,
will chair the steering committee. Other members
include: CAA chair Ron Wohlstein; Faculty
Senate chair James Tidwell; Linda Simpson,
Council of Graduate Studies chair; Christy
Hooser, Council on Teacher Education chair; Will
Hine, dean of the School of Adult and Continuing
Education; James Johnson, dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities; Elizabeth Hitch, dean of the
College of Education and Professional Studies;
Dean Allen Lanham, dean of Booth Library;
Dana Ringuette, chair of the Council of Chairs;
John Henderson, director of user services; and
Jeff Cross, associate vice president for academic
affairs.
The steering committee’s goal is to come up
with the best path for Eastern to pursue in terms
of technology, Wohlstein said.
Online classes are one aspect of technology
the committee will examine.
“The committee will be developing models for
the campus community to discuss and determine
which model is most appropriate for Eastern,”
Wall said. “Staff appropriate to the model will be
recommended.”
The institution has to decide what is the best
way to allocate funds to technology, Wohlstein
said. Money can go toward enhancing technology
in the classroom or through online classes, he
said.
Currently, Eastern offers seven online classes
as part of the Illinois Virtual Campus, Wall said.
A letter of intent was issued in 1998, and
Eastern was among the first school to respond,
Wall said. Eastern is an active participant and has
had representatives at all of the meetings and participated in a recent vision planning day, she said.
In the future, Wohlstein said he believes there
will be even more online classes offered.
The committee also will develop grants for
faculty and course development, Wall said.
“Faculty will apply for the grants to assist
them in infusing technology into instruction,” she
said.
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The Daily Eastern News is published daily,
Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring semesters and twice weekly
during the summer term except during school
vacations or examinations, by
the students of Eastern Illinois
University. Subscription price:
$38 per semester, $16 for summer only, $68 all
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Hall, Eastern Illinois University.

What’s on
tap?

By Christine Demma

Student Body President Katie
Cox is calling a special meeting
of the Student Senate.
The meeting will be held at
5:30 p.m. Monday in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Upon Cox’s review of the
decision made at the Student
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Senate meeting Wednesday
regarding the shuttle bus, Cox
said she fears the students’ best
interests might not have been
served in the decision made at
the meeting.
At Wednesday’s meeting, the
Student Senate rejected a resolution recommending adding the
new Wal-Mart Supercenter to
the shuttle bus route. It also
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Super Saver Store and three
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Saturday

Today
■ Noon, Women’s OVC Soccer
Tournament, Morehead State vs.
Southeast Missouri, Lakeside
Field

2:30 p.m., Women’s OVC
Soccer Tournament, Murray vs.
Tennessee-Martin, Lakeside Field
■

■ 10:15 a.m., Women’s OVC
Cross Country Championship
Race, Panther Trail

cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu

Managing editor Kyle Bauer

■

9 p.m, Friday Night Live,
Stevenson Hall

■ Noon, Eastern’s Women Soccer
Team vs. Morehead/SEMO
Winner, Lakeside Field

■ 21st Annual History and
Grassroots Conference

■ 2 p.m., Eastern Volleyball Team
vs. Tennessee Tech, Lantz Gym

Bell’s Flowers
Flowers For All Occasions

Plants, Flowers, Stuffed 1335 Monroe
345-3919
Animals & Balloons
Don’t Let your Hair
Be a scare on
Halloween!

Call your Stylist at

Editorial page editor Chris Sievers

Sun- $1.75 22oz. Bottles

cualt2@pen.eiu.edu
cumn@pen.eiu.edu

cucds6@pen.eiu.edu

Sports editor Kristin Rojek

Sun open till 1a.m.

cuklr3@pen.eiu.edu

Verge editor Sean Stangland
cusds@pen.eiu.edu

Photo editor Sara Figiel
cusef6@pen.eiu.edu

■ 1 p.m., Women’s Soccer OVC
Championship game, Lakeside
Field

21st & Broadway Mattoon 234-4151
advertise
advertise
advertise
advertise
advertise

three-day

forecast
today
76° Mostly
49° cloudy

Saturday
69° Partly
50° cloudy

Sunday
67° Scattered
50° T-storms

Correction
An article in Thursday’s edition
of The Daily Eastern News incorrectly quoted Adam Weyhaupt. It
should have said: if students want to
go to Wal-Mart, then the shuttle bus
needs to accommodate them.
In the same article, a quote was
not attributed. Frank Smith, manager of Walker’s Super Saver Store,
said “it’s a real slap in the face.”
Another article in Thursday’s
edition incorrectly stated John
Beabout’s employment. Beabout is
employed by the university.
The News regrets the errors.

OH MY GOD
featured band from
Chicago

LIVE @ Stix Friday
@ 10:00

24oz
cans

Liquidation, Huge Truck Sale
3 Days only!
only
$9

CD’s $8 or 3 for $20

DVD’S $10 Playstation
Videos • Disney • N64’s
Great for X-mas Gifts

Located at Mattoon Sparkle Pools
612 S. 17th St.
in Mattoon

Brian’s Place Nightclub & Sports Bar

Associate news editor Matt Neistein

News editor Amy Thon

Sunday

New Movie releases

Hairbenders
345-6363

Keep the weekend fun going at the
Largest Nightclub in Central Illinois!!
It’s worth the drive!

cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu

Charleston stops, including
Division and Taylor streets,
Seventh and Polk streets and the
South Side Square, by a vote of
5-21-0.
Cox also said she worries
miscommunications occurred
during the meeting that might
have led to the decision.
New legislation will be introduced regarding possible route
changes for the shuttle bus, Cox
said.

■ 11 a.m., Men’s OVC Cross
Country Championship Race,
Panther Trail

By e-mail:
Editor in chief Nicole Meinheit
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Xtreme dance
music every
Fri & Sat w/ DJ
4-Play & G-Man

Thurs Oct 26th
Fri Oct 27th
Sat Oct 28th
8 am - 5 pm
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Speaker: Journalism is a calling
By Lacia Douglas
Staff writer

The
president
of
The
Newspaper Guild/CWA, AFL-CIO
said Thursday journalism is “not
an art or a science; it is a calling, a
mission, a desire.”
Linda Foley said journalism
today is different than when she
became a journalist.
“Back then, journalists were
crusaders, watchdogs, they cared
about getting it right rather than
getting it first, which is a problem
with the journalists today,” she
said. “It is more important now for
journalists to help people to think

about what is true and what is
real.”
There is “infortainment,” which
is information and entertainment
mixed together, and that is a “bad
word” in journalism, Foley said.
Journalists are teachers and
they teach the public, Foley said.
“This means journalists have to
be people, too, and they cannot
walk around with a bubble around
them,” Foley said. “They have to
be involved in whatever they are
interested in, and that may mean
their kids, a hobby or any other
activity.”
Journalists have to be connected to the public in order to relate to

the public, Foley said. Another
way to achieve this is to have
diversity in the newsroom in order
to have different views and
approaches represented.
“People tend to think that journalists are above it all and have
there own personal agenda,” Foley
said. “There definitely is a corporate agenda in the media, where
they are trying to reach the consumers, not the readers. Losing
sight of what is important and
what isn’t,” Foley said.
Above anything else, journalists should trust their gut and
morals and stay true to them, Foley
said.

Employees debate presidential candidates
By Jeremy Pelzer
Staff writer

Four Eastern employees discussed the upcoming presidential
election, along with the issues behind
it at a forum in Coleman Hall
Thursday.
David Carwell, a political science
professor; Robert Miller, an official in
Eastern’s civil rights office; Annette
Samuels, an assistant journalism professor; and Steven Roper, a political
science professor, all talked before a

crowd of about 40 students.
“This is an interesting time to discuss interesting issues,” Roper said.
“What we do here in the United
States has implications throughout
the world.”
In addition to the presidential race
between Democrat Al Gore and
Republican George W. Bush, several
topics were talked about, including
capital punishment, social security,
third party candidates and the military.
However, Samuels said many of

these topics were irrelevant to the
presidential campaign.
“The candidates spend a lot of
time talking about stuff that the president has little power over,” Samuels
said. “Congress has power over most
of these issues, not the president.”
Miller said Gore has tried to turn
himself into a more moderate candidate.
“He should be like the rapper
Eminem,” said Miller. “He needs to
ask, ‘will the real Al Gore please
stand up?’”

2001
l 1,2,3 Bedrm
l Central AC
Furnished Units
l Balconies
l Rental discounts
l Laundry
for 2 people
l Dishwashers
l Free Parking
l Free Trash
l 3 Spring 2001 Leases Available

Questions calll
Lindsey
348-1479
or Ladonna
367-2009

Drop in at
715 Grant St.
#101
1-3 pm M,W
2-4 pm T, Th

CALL
581-2812

RHA nominates
NRHH members
By Ben Turner
Staff writer

The Residence Hall association
nominated individuals for the
National Residence Hall Honorary
at its meeting Thursday night.
The RHA also discussed the
money raised for Koins for Kids,
and established an ad hoc committee
to look at the on-campus housing
contract.
Matt Boyer, resident director of
Thomas Hall, spoke about NRHH
and its requirements for membership. A student must have a minimum grade point average of a 2.5,
be enrolled at Eastern, and live in a
residence hall for at least one semester.
NRHH is the top one percent of students living in resident
halls, said Erin Wilcox, the RHA
president.
An ad hoc committee was established to look into revising the housing contract.
The housing contract is being
examined because it includes an
instruction to refer to the student
handbook, which also needs to be
possibly looked at.
Wilcox will serve as the commit-

tee chair because she is the RHA
president.
Koins for Kids raised $792.88,
and RHA agreed to allocate an additional $7.12 from their budget to
bring the amount to an even $800.
Koins for Kids is a “make-a-wish”
foundation started at Ball State
University for young children.
In other business, the association
heard from Melissa Velon, an
Eastern alumna and former resident
assistant in Carman Hall. Velon
attended the meeting to speak about
former RA Brad Wright.
Velon’s main points concerned
the way the RHA was handling the
Brad Wright Scholarship, which
was established after his sudden
death at the age of 22.
“Brad was an amazing person
and I don’t want his memory lost,”
Velon said. “His family and myself
want the RHA to be responsible for
the selection of the committee that
will select the person the scholarship
is given to.”
The RHA’s “Friday Night Live”
committee will host Baked Alaska
and The Last Resorts at a free show
9 p.m. in the dining center of
Stevenson Hall.

345-4743
3 W Lincoln Ave

1 Large Pizza
with 1 Topping
$7.49

*

2 Medium
Pizzas
w/1 Topping and
Crazy Bread &
Sauce

1 Extra Large Pizza
With 1 Topping
Plus Crazy Bread

$11.99

FREE DELIVERY!

ADVERTISE
YOUR
HALLOWEEN
SPECIALS
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Mixers
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8-10:30pm
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Tips to help slow down the semester
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Image
problems

t’s been said that image is everything. Eastern’s
administration appears to be a big believer of this.
When the Board of Trustees convened on this campus for their monthly meeting, image was a hot
topic of discussion.
Administrators implied that the solution to improve
the image problem begins with eliminating negative
comments. What this includes, however, is comments
against the administration.
The question the campus community should be asking is why does the administration not want to be questioned? Shouldn’t they be working for the students?
Having an image problem on campus is something
that everybody should be alarmed with. Nobody wants
to attend or work for a university that doesn’t look
good.
Members of the administration told the BOT that the
campus community was only focusing on the negative
issues on the campus rather than all of the positive projects that are being completed.
If negative images are
suppressed,
then they will
Under a microscope
never go away. If this is
Eastern’s administration needs
the case the next thing the
to acknowledge the negative
campus community will
issues in order to turn them in
be criticized for is talking
positives.
about fixing the negative
images on campus because it is focusing on the negative images.
However, there appears to be light at the end of the
tunnel. Recently, the perceived image of the university
took a step in the right direction.
For now, the administration and the University
Professionals of Illinois are talking about ways to reach
a settlement in the faculty salaries opener negotiations.
Maybe this development will create a domino effect
in creating a positive image on this campus.
The Council for Academic Affairs is working to see
that Eastern is more transfer-friendly by eliminating the
upper-division core requirement for transfer students.
With these recent developments, maybe the administration will be a little more satisfied with the image
being portrayed within and outside the campus community.
If the administration is pleased with the progress of
these projects, maybe they will focus on the other “negative” images that people see when they think of
Eastern.

The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
n

“

Today’s quote

Those who don’t know how to weep with their
whole heart don’t know how to laugh either.
Golda Meir,
former prime minister of Israel

”
The Daily
Eastern News
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

es, it’s the last Friday
of October. Don’t you
feel great knowing
that you’ve survived
nine and a half weeks of classes,
quizzes and those dreaded essay
papers?
It’s so hard to believe we’re
Julie Bartlow
heading into November and
Features editor
have less than six weeks left of
this semester before we head
into the holiday spirit and pack
up to go home for semester
break.
How in the world did time fly by so fast?
It’s funny how you’re sitting in your first class on
Monday morning, yawning from the hectic weekend, then
before you know it it’s Friday night and you’re ready to go
out once again!
As great as it is almost being finished with this semester,
it also sucks. With fewer days remaining, that means fewer
days left to get things accomplished. It never seems as if
there is enough time to do or finish what you’ve got to get
done, let alone actually finding the time to sit down, spoil
yourself and take a breather. It’s been over two months since
I’ve actually had time to watch something besides the
Weather Channel on TV.
Lately, it just seems as if the days are flying by too fast
and you can’t even enjoy your day— so I’ve made up a few
guidelines on how to make the most of your time. With
these tips, you may be surprised with all of the time you’ll
have to give yourself.
Tip #1: Skip your classes. Let’s face it — if you go to
your morning classes, you’re usually too tired to actually
learn anything. Your afternoon classes aren’t any better
because your mind’s always drifted to some other place
you’d rather be and how you could be using the time doing
more important things.
Tip #2: Stop doing homework. The simplest way to make
more time for the important things in life is to stop homework altogether, or at least just do the homework that is
required for your major —that’s why we’re here in the first
place, right?

Delta Chi members say
thanks for the support
On behalf of the men of Delta Chi
fraternity, I would like to express my
sincere gratitude to the campus. The
support we have received from so
many of you have helped us to get
through the initial part of a great
tragedy. It is a great comfort to know
that so many thoughts and prayers are
with us. Specifically I would like to
thank Mr. Robert Dudolski and the
entire staff of the Student Life Office
for all your help, along with the

Julie Bartlow is a sophomore journalism major and a monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cujab41@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
n

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
Eastern Counseling Center. I would
also like to thank all those who have
sent us their sympathies in the form of
cards and flowers: the men of Pi
Kappa Alpha, Sigma Chi, Sigma Phi
Epsilon, the ladies of Alpha Gamma
Delta, Alpha Sigma Alpha, Alpha Phi,
Alpha Sigma Tau, Sigma Kappa,
Kappa Delta, Sigma Sigma Sigma, our
sweetheart, Danielle Groh, Heather

Editorial Board members
Nicole Meinheit
Kyle Bauer
Amy Thon
Matt Neistein

Tip #3: Wake up earlier. If
you want to make your day
seem like it’s longer, just set
your alarm for 5 a.m. You’ll be
“Tip #4: Skip the
amazed at how your day will
just drag along!
shower.Who
Tip #4: Skip the shower.
needs a shower
Who needs showers anyway?
anyway?”
All they’re really good for is to
make you smell better. But, hey
maybe if we all stopped taking
showers, teachers would start
letting classes out earlier
because they can’t stand the awful stench, then you would
have time for what’s planned in your day.
Okay, I know what you’re thinking, some of these guidelines are going a bit overboard. That’s why I looked up these
helpful tips on www.learnthat.com.
The Web site suggests that in order to get more things
accomplished in your day, you must #1: set priorities. This
means deciding what must be done right away and what can
be put off.
#2: Don’t procrastinate. Think about how great you’ll
feel when the chore is completed.
#3: Avoid distractions. These can be a major time-waster
—if you let them.
#4: Handle each project one at a time. Try not to juggle
multiple projects and don’t start on a new one unless the
previous one has been completed.
And #5: Adjust your schedule to your energy levels. Fit
your schedule to your moods and energy levels throughout
the day.
So, whether you like my way or the Web site’s way, I
hope the rest of the semester you will be able to find the
time to get what you need to get done, and maybe find a little time on the side to relax and take it easy.
But whatever you choose to do, always remember to
have fun and enjoy every minute of your precious time—
because it doesn’t last long.

Chris Sievers
Michelle Jones
Shauna Gustafson

Ejnik and Miss Eastern Illinois, Rachel
Foster.
In addition I would like to thank all
the professors who have demonstrated
exceptional understanding to the members of our fraternity. If I have left anyone off of this list, I greatly apologize.
All of you have proven that brotherhood and sisterhood does not stop with
letters. From my heart and the soul of
the members of Delta Chi, thank you.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu

Joseph Geocaris

junior, English major
and Delta Chi president

printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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Walker’s EastSide
Village Market

Walker’s Super
Saver West

960 18th Street
Charleston, IL 61920

Lincoln & University
Charleston, IL 61920

Walker’s Super
Foods Midtown

Walker’s Super
Foods South

2000 Western Ave.
Mattoon, IL 61938

1616 Lakeland
Mattoon, IL 61938

Prices Effective: Fri, Oct. 27, 2000
To Thurs., Nov. 2, 2000
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Suave

9-CT. PKGS.

Bagel Bites

2/$3

Shampoo or
Conditioner
¢

97

SUPER FOODS

15-oz.
Btl.

Riunite Wines
750 ml
Assorted
Varieties

/$7

2
All Available

Coke Products
12-pack cans
Limit 4

/$10

4

Roundy’s IQF

Boneless
Chicken Breast

$4

97
3 lb bag

97

6 pack 12-oz bottles

Natural
Light Beer
3-Varieties Detergent

Wisk
Liquid
100-oz. Btls

$10

2/

12-pack cans

Angel Soft

Bath Tissue
2/$2

4-Roll Pkgs.

/$9

2

Walker’s Super
Saver West
Lincoln & University
Charleston, IL 61920

$5

TGI Fridays
Mixes

Assorted Flavors 1.75L
MATTOON SOUTH STORE ONLY

$12

87

Walker’s Super
Foods South
1616 Lakeland
Mattoon, IL 61938

Walker’s Is Your Store!
DEAN’S

Maruchan

Ramen Noodles
3-oz Pkgs.

$1

10/

Orange Juice
Gallon

97

$1

BE SURE TO HAVE YOUR CARD PUNCHED EACH WEEK TO BE
ELIGIBLE TO WIN THE

PON T IAC S UNFIRE
T RIP FOR 2 TO
L A S VEG A S
BIG SCREEN T V
AND MANY OTHER PRIZES
TO BE GIVEN AWAY

Walker’s and the Charleston Community would like to thank
Student Senate for Supporting Local Business through the
Panther Express. Thank You!

Local & state
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CAA hears about writing portfolio, online learning
By Joseph Ryan
Staff writer

The Council on Academic Affairs
Thursday heard two presentations about the
academic processes at Eastern.
The first presentation heard by the council was presented by Karla Sanders and
Cristy Roszkowski of the Committee for the
Assessment of Student Learning concerning
the electronic writing portfolio.
Regarding the framework of student
learning assessment through the writing
portfolio, Roszkowski said before a writing

sample is submitted to the students’ portfolio, the teacher must deem the writing sample to be a competent work of the student.
“It will be the electronic writing portfolio
committee who assesses whether or not the
student has sufficient competent writing
skills and if a substantial number of students
do not pass, we will have to reassess how we
teach writing here at Eastern,” she said.
Lida Wall, interim vice president for academic affairs, said the writing portfolio is
working well for the university.
“When the Illinois Board of Higher
Education visited us a couple of weeks ago,

they had many questions about other aspects
of this university, but were really impressed
with our new writing assessment program,”
she said.
The second presentation was given by
Robert Augustine, dean of graduate school,
and Wall concerning technology enhancement and distance learning.
“We are going around to various groups
to get input and make sure everyone has a
voice in this project,” said Augustine.
During this fiscal year, the allocated
monies will be used for two separate things,
Augustine said. One use is to pay staff to

help teachers make technology enhancements in their classrooms and transfer courses online.
Another designated use is to provide the
money to faculty in the form of grants and
stipends to attend technology-related conferences and seminars while paying teachers to
personally make course transitions to the
Internet.
In other business, the council unanimously approved a political science major requirement and changed course PLS 2253, Global
Politics, to a requirement for political science
majors.

Candidates debate problem solving strategies at forum Thursday
By Shauna Gustafson
City editor

Candidates for three Coles
County office races met Thursday
night at the Ramada Inn in
Mattoon.
Vicki Kirkpatrick, current circuit
clerk and Brenda McKinney
Cooper, her opponent; Micke
Nichols, current county coroner and
Randy Ervin, his opponent; and
Steve Ferguson, current states attor-

ney and Preston Owen, his opponent, were all present at the forum,
which was hosted by the League of
Women Voters.
The candidates answered questions delivered by the moderator,
Eastern speech communication
professor, Gail Mason. The audience members submitted the questions throughout the forum.
All the candidates answered the
question of what the qualifications
were for their job.

Ervin and Nichols both said
investigating crime scenes is the
biggest part of the coroner’s job.
Ferguson said communication is
key in the state’s attorney’s office.
“I believe it’s much more than
that,” Owen said. “I think the No. 1
duty of that office is to protect victims.”
The circuit clerk’s duties were
agreed to be working as a full-time
clerk and being very hands-on with
their work.

“I think it’s essential ... that you
are there to serve the public,”
Cooper said. “If elected, I will work
right along with my staff.”
When asked why she was running for circuit clerk, Cooper said
she wants to provide a more customer-friendly office environment.
“I have been told repeatedly of
problems that exist in the office,”
she said.
Kirkpatrick said she was running again because she enjoys her

job and intends to continue.
Both candidates for state’s attorney were asked what they planned
to do about drug-trafficking in
Coles County.
Ferguson said filling the position
of drug prosecutor is key to fighting
the drug problems.
“They’re not prosecuting those
cases,” Owen said. “I think the key
is to prosecute the drug dealers,
especially, the (drug dealers) who
use firearms.”

Saturday Night Halloween Party
with DJ THE EVILNESS DR. ORLAC
$1 Cover Without Costume
50¢ Miller Lite Drafts
$1 Heineken Drafts
Prizes For Most Original Costume
Best Male S p o o
k
e
s
o
l
Spe y Drin
Best
Female
C
9
k
cia
ls
Best Couple

Come to the best Halloween
party in Charleston
Sat 10/28 1p.m.-Midnight
at the
Charleston Eagle Aerie 3100
375 N. 14th St. 345-1612
Prizes Given for Top 3 Costumes
Sports Memorabilia Raffled

Food & Drink Specials
New Guests & Members Welcome
Must be 21

Pick a discount
from the basket
*w/purchase of
a package/lotion

DOMINO S
Large 1-Topping Pizza

Lucky
7’s

$7.77

Deep Dish Extra
Offer Expires 12/2000

’s
no
mi a
Do i z z
P

Medium Pizza & Stix

!
S
W
N EB U L B

Now open 7 days
a week

T345-5666
an Lines

12” Cheese
Pizza and
Twisty Bread
or Cinnastix

$7.77

Deep Dish Extra
Offer Expires 12/2000

Call

plus tax

’s
no
mi a
Do i z z
P

2 Small 1-Topping Pizzas

Lucky
7’s

$7.77
plus tax

Deep Dish Extra
Offer Expires 12/2000

2 Stix & Drinks

2 Orders of
Twistybread
or Cinnastix &
2-20oz Drinks

Deep Dish Extra
Offer Expires 12/2000

’s
no
mi a
Do i z z
P

$7.77
plus tax

’s
no
mi a
Do i z z
P

348-1626

For Delivery or Carryout Anytime.
Valid at Charleston location Only.
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Panther
sports

EIU Phar macy

Men’s soccer team
hits the road

inbrief
Volleyball team
hosts OVC rival Tech
The volleyball team hosts
Tennessee Tech Saturday at 2
p.m. in Lantz Gym.
Tennessee Tech enters the
Ohio Valley Conference contest with a 4-8 record following a win over Tennessee State
3-0.
Following a 3-0 win over
Western Tuesday, Eastern is
looking for redemption falling
0-2 last weekend against
Murray State and TennesseeMartin.
Eastern faces just one conference match this weekend.

M-F 8am-4:30 pm

Tr ojan-enz sper micidally lubricated

We accept cash, check, Panther Debit Card, or bill to your university account!

∆The Men ofΤ
∆
Delta Tau Delta
sincerely apologize to all R.S.O.’s
and anyone else whom we
offended with our
Fall 2000 rush ad or t-shirts.

The men’s and women’s
swimming team host Bradley
Friday before traveling to the
University of Illinois-Chicago.

JAZZ HAPPY HOUR
5:30-9:00p.m.
----followed by---Memphis’ own

SWAMPASS in the

David Fricke of Rolling
Stone sqaays the Satyrs’
“rock like the Fall on a
moonshine binge.”

Dungeon Doors at 10:00p.m.

In the future we will strive
to continue our traditions of taste,
class, pride, & excellence.

Saturday, Oct. 28

Rose City Hookers
w/ special guest

in
the Daily Eastern
N ew s

Eastern Illinois University Health Service

Swimmers play host
to Bradley

Friday, Oct. 27

advertise

We sell condoms!
6 for $1

The men’s soccer team will
travel to Western Kentucky Friday
for a 7 p.m. game against the
Hilltoppers.
The Panthers then continue on
the road Sunday to Evansville’s
Purple Aces.
After suffering a 3-0 loss to
Drake Oct. 20 and another
Missouri Valley Conference loss
to Creighton, 3-1, Eastern is looking for a win to boost its 4-3
MVC record back into the top
three in the league.
Southern Methodist tops the
MVC with a perfect 7-0 record
followed by Creighton (5-2),
Bradley (4-2) and Western
Kentucky (4-3).

Friends
&Co

581-7779

THE SATYRS

F R E E S H O W- 10:00

509 Van Buren

345-2380

Pharmacy
General Merchandise
Mon. - Sat. 8am - 9 pm
Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 7 pm
Sun. 9 am - 7 pm
Liquor Department 345-7068 • 566 W. Lincoln AMERICA'S DRUG STORE
Sat. 9am - 5 pm
Mon. - Sat. 9 am - 9 pm Pharmacy - Hallmark - Cosmetics Sun. 10 am - 5 pm
Liquor - One Hour Photo Finishing
sun 12 - 7 pm
COUPON #999
Order 2 Sets,
2nd Set

Osco Single Use
Camera

99 ¢ $ 99

4” Jumbo Size
Color Print Processing

One Hour Service Only! Any Exp. Roll!

Coupon must accompany roll. 35mm C-41 processing only.
*Limited to machine capacity.

BU

DL

IG
HT

D
B U MILLER LITE
24-Pack

Selected varieties.
12-ounce cans.

$12.

99

5.

$2.00 off any
Cosmetic Make-Up
With Purchase Of
Over $5.00

Al l Ha l l owe e n
N ove l t y & Ca n dy
25% Off

PLU 9799

Osco
Vodka

OSCO
Vodka

$10.

99
each

RED BULL $1.99

Phone 345-7068 • Pharmacy 345-7069
566 W. Lincoln, Charleston
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Little differences in a big game
Panthers look to upset Western Kentucky’s OVC finale and tarnish its perfect record
By Anthony Braviere
Associate sports editor

Two of the Ohio Valley
Conference’s best will go head to
head this weekend as Eastern travels to Bowling Green, Ky., to take
on Western Kentucky.
Both teams are undefeated in the
conference, and both teams have
won at least four consecutive
games overall. Eastern holds a perfect 4-0 record while Western
Kentucky enters its final OVC
game at 5-0.
Both teams are also in the the
ESPN/USA Today Top 25 poll,
with Eastern in the No. 17 slot and
the Hilltoppers in at No. 8. The
Hilltoppers and Panthers are the
only teams from the conference
that have legitimate shots at making
the playoffs.
“These two are evenly-matched
teams so to speak, when you put
them next to one another,” Eastern
head coach Bob Spoo said. “The
real difference is that they run a little more, and we throw a little
more. But for the most part, both
offenses can put points on the
board, and both defenses are playing well, so it should be a close
game.”
The Panthers will pose a huge
threat to the Hilltoppers’ undefeat-

ed season, not only in conference,
but also overall. They bring with
them the nation’s No. 12 ranked
team in total offense, and they are
No. 22 rushing offense in the country.
In addition, they are the OVC’s
No. 1 defense against the pass, and
they are No. 14 overall in total
defense in the nation.
The defense will have to play
the way they have all season long
against Western Kentucky, due to
the way they have run the ball.
Eastern has been practicing all
week using backup quarterback
Julius Davis to simulate the speed
of Western Kentucky’s quarterback
Jason Johnson to try and get as
good a look as they can at the
Hilltopper offense.
“When your scout team runs the
opponents’ plays, you can’t ever get
as good a look as you hope because
the execution just isn’t there,” Spoo
said. “But you hope to give your
defense enough of an idea what the
other team is doing.”
Eastern will finally be able to be
at full strength at the linebacker
position with senior Brian Jones
coming off a bout with mononucleosis. The only other new injury for
the Panthers is the loss of wide
receiver Devon O’ Neal, who broke
his collar bone last week.

Eric Wolters / Associate photo editor
Sophomore split end Wil Bumphus waits for a pass with Murray State defender Tyrone Graham following closely behind.
The No. 17 Panthers are gearing up for a battle with unbeaten Western Kentucky.

A chance to make history OVC takes over
Eastern hosts the conference championship race
with an opportunity to run away with both titles
By Kristin Rojek

Eastern hosts women’s soccer tournament

Sports editor

For the first time in history,
Eastern will host the men’s and
women’s cross country championship Saturday.
After having the weekend off to
prepare for the competition, both
teams come into the race strong and
healthy.
“I sure hope we’re ready to go,”
head coach John McInerney said. “I
warned the men because they
haven’t been the favorites for awhile,
and I guess we are now and I don’t
like that. The favorites tend to take
things lighter and I’ve stressed that
we need to focus.
“The men need to keep in mind
that when the gun goes off, they
need to go out and to battle. It’s
going to be exciting because we are
a solid men’s team.”
With junior Jason Biakla leading
the pack, he finds strong support
from teammates Damon Nicholas,
Jeff Jonaitis, Ryan Hall, Dan
Mackey, John Sipple and John
Vance.
“We’re in real nice shape on the
men’s side,” McInerney said.
“Everyone is good to go and resting
this week. We’ve cut back 10 to 15
percent from our volume and intensity.
“Jason has especially been running at a high level and is definitely
the men’s favorite. He’s healthy now
and running well, so we’ll see who
steps up to challenge.”
The women’s side is stronger

Lakeside Field
By Kristin Rojek
Sports editor

Karee Ethridge / Staff photographer
A pack of Eastern runners close in on an opposing runner in the Sept. 23 EIU
Open. After winning the OVC for the first time ever, the Panthers will host the
conference tournament this weekend
than ever, having taken invitational
titles as the EIU Open and Western
Illinois. With Eastern Kentucky
coming in to Saturday as the 18-time
defending conference champion,
Eastern, Morehead and Southeast
Missouri are ready to make history.
“We have a strong pack of six
girls running well and confident,”
McInerney said. “We’ve never had a
conference title and we’re in the
hunt.”
The women are led by junior
Beth Martin, who took the collegiate
title at the EIU Open earlier this sea-

son.
“Beth has matured so much this
season, but we stress that we don’t
need an individual championship to
bring home the trophy,” McInerney
said. “We don’t need a hero to get
the job done.”
With the home course advantage
and two strong teams, the men’s and
women’s cross country teams have
the opportunity to make history with
two OVC titles Saturday. The
women’s race begins at 10:15 a.m.
Saturday with the men’s race following at 11 a.m. near the campus pond.

As the regular season champions
with a perfect 5-0 record, Eastern’s
women’s soccer team will host the
2000 Ohio Valley Conference championship tournament this weekend.
With a bye on Friday, No. 4
Morehead State (2-3) will take on
No. 5 Southeast Missouri (2-3) at
noon Friday with No. 3 Murray State
(2-3) taking the field with No. 6
Tennessee-Martin (0-5) at 2:30 p.m.
on Lakeside Field.
On Saturday, Eastern will take on
the
winner
from
the
Morehead/SEMO game at noon
while Tennessee Tech will play the
winner from the Murray/TennesseeMartin matchup.
“We will be able to see both teams
play on Friday, so it gives us an
updated look at Saturday’s game,”
head coach Steve Ballard said. “All
the teams in the tournament know
each other and it comes down to
whoever raises their level of play the
most will take the tournament.”
Eastern defeated Murray State
Oct. 22 to finish with a perfect 5-0
record in the league and the regular
season champions for the second
consecutive season. Tennessee Tech
finished with a second best record of
4-1. Right now the regular season is
in the past and the teams are starting
the tournament with a clean slate.
“At this point no one is looking at
records and not looking at favorites,

they’re looking at taking the tournament,” Ballard said.
“Everyone is even right now, so
we need to earn the victory. The key
is that we realize on any given day
anyone can win.”
To advance to the championship
game Sunday at 1 p.m., Eastern must
defeat either Morehead State or
SEMO for the second time this season.
“The teams are very familiar, so
we’re not pulling for either team. We
have to prepare for whoever pulls a
win Friday and we have to be at the
top of our game,” Ballard said.
Preparing for a contest without
knowing the opponent can be difficult, but Eastern has taken this week
to prepare the team as a whole.
“This week we’re trying to review
what we’ve done for the past two
months and clean up our game,”
Ballard said.
“We’re going to look at this with a
new approach.”
Eastern’s players dominated last
year’s tournament, as sophomore
Cara LeMaster earned First Team
All-OVC honors and OVC Freshman
of the Year. Junior Devon Bissell was
voted to the Second Team and senior
Carole Griggs received the OVC
Tournament Most Valuable Player
award.
“Individual recognition is nice,”
Ballard said.
“But the one trophy we want is the
conference championship and our
team is focused on only one trophy.”
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The Satyrs invade Friends this Saturday.
page 3b

Yes, we’re actually devoting space to a review of this
man’s new album.
page 4b
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The power of Christ compels you to read this review.
page 8b

oh my god.
there’s a band
playing at stix.
by ben tully

Staff writer

’’’’’

photos courtesy of www.ohmygodmusic.com

For the past 4 years or so, the Chicago music scene has been
about as innovative as the invention of the Magic Wallet featured
on afternoon commercials. While the Magic Wallet may amuse
your friends, it is hardly innovative enough to capture a mass audience. If the band Oh My God – who is fresh to this fledgling
Chicago scene – can conjure up any notions in their audience
attributed with their name, the once innovative Chicago scene may
see a rebirth.
Oh My God comes to Stix at 10 p.m. this Friday night, there will
be a $2 cover.
Over the phone, Oh My God’s brainchild and keyboardist,
Iguana, sounds like the type of character a fledgling music scene
needs. His refusal to use his birth name implies a resonance to a
wide and interested audience and his attitude is nothing but happygo-lucky and confident. Confidence – if artists only would have
more confidence.
While living in New York City in 1994, Iguana struck up a conversation with blues legend Junior Wells which led to touring with
Wells for three years. Iguana moved to Chicago during that busy
touring era.When it ended in ‘97, Iguana used his degree from the
University of Pennsylvania to get a job as a copywriter for Playboy.
He has lived in Chicago ever since – working while promoting his
music career.
An odd trio, Oh My God consists of Iguana on keyboards, Billy
O’Neill singing vocals, and jazz-trained drummer Zach Nold holding down the beat until Oh My God can find a replacement for
artistically incompatible drummer Patrick Marshall. Iguana
describes Oh My God as a high energy pop art band. It’s a crazy
mix of electronic power rock featuring singer O’Neill, playing bass
guitar on only a few songs.
The loss of drummer Patrick Marshall has been a small obstacle in comparison to the tragedy which plagued Oh My God’s
founding moments.“I had just moved every piece of vintage equipment I had ever collected into their (Marshall, O’Neill) practice
space, a massive fire broke out around two weeks later and burned
everything we had,” Iguana said.
Apparently, the movie “Backdraft” hadn’t prepared Iguana for
the serious effort a building puts into a windy city fire. “I thought
the place might be a little singed. But when I got to the space, I
waded through 6 inches of water to find my Leslie (speaker) cabinet at the end of the hall, tipped into the water and just literally
melted,” Iguana said.
If Chicago can build a second city, Oh My God can build a second band. Ironically, the building fire was what really bonded the
band together.They managed to find similar equipment and started playing fairly big clubs from the get go. “With a very half-assed
effort, we have gotten a lot of press and have been able to play in
the top clubs around the Midwest,” Iguana said.
Iguana has admitted however, that he currently is putting more

see band, page 3b

On the Verge of the Weekend

Words of Wisdom
from your

CRAZY

Uncle Matt

www.thisstuffiscrazy.com

Getting crazy
on the web

I

would like to make an
announcement. Today, I
am adding to the many
hats that I already wear (columnist, presidential nominee, sex
symbol). On a recent journey to
the Web, I discovered a Web
site that ordained ministers
(www.ulc.com) ... I couldn’t
resist ... I gave them the necessary information and now I am
an official reverend. How cool is
that?
Now, if I can become a reverend online, then there must
be some other weird crap. This
lead me on a journey of epic
proportions and I am here to
share with you, my humble
readers, the
wonders that I
found.
We will begin
our adventure
with a lovely little site called
www.fugly.com.
Let me just start
out by saying
that this site is
just WRONG.
There is nothing
right about this
site AT ALL!
You can check it
out yourself but
let me tell you,
there is nothing
but pictures of
people who are
giving someone the finger, seminaked, wetting their pants and
getting hit in the mommy/daddy
button. There also is a great
gallery of pictures that show
what can happen when people
stop brushing their teeth. It’s
disgusting, go there yourself if
you don’t believe me.
Continuing on our digital
odyssey, we will come across
www.bertisevil.com. This site
burrows deep into the personal
life of one of our Sesame Street
characters, Bert. What kind of
skeletons does this pigeon-loving muppet have in his closet?
Well, according to the site, Bert
was the second gunman on the
grassy knowl. There are many
other things that have been
linked to Bert, but you will have

“

to check those out yourself.
I know that many of you
wonder when your time will be
up. Thanks to www.thespark
.com you can find out when you
are going to kick the bucket.
This site has many little tests
that will help you find out many
things about yourselves. It even
has an online pregnancy test
which you can take (according
to the test, your Uncle Matt is
going to have four children, I
believe congratulations are in
order).
For people who have nothing
to do except sit around and surf
the Web all day, there is
www.bored.com. This site has
tons of worthless crap for you
to do. It’s perfect for people
with
short
attention spans.
I must warn all
of you ... be
careful on this
site. Keep a
careful eye on
the time or else
you will spend
HOURS AND
HOURS on this
site. Consider
yourselves
warned.
There are so
many sites that
really make you
wonder about whether or not
the human race is on the top
rung of the food chain. Far too
many for me to explain all of
them so here is a quick list of
sites to check out in your spare
time.
*www.malepregnancy.com
*www.pinstruck.com
*members.tripod.com
/~mrpuzuzu
*www.weirdweb.com
Have fun checking these sites
out and if you happen across
some other sites that just don’t
seem right, by all means email
them
to
me
at
mfear@hotmail.com. Have a
happy Halloween; remember
this is the one time of year that
it is OK to scare the crap out of
people, so take advantage of it!

I gave them
the necessary
information
and now I’m
an official
reverend.

”
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Satyrs and robots and rock bands, oh my!
by matt rennels

Associate Verge editor

Just in time for the Halloween season, Friends &
Co. will provide robots to entertain you and rock
bands to hypnotize you.
What else would you expect?
This Saturday, the Memphis-based trio The Satyrs
will be coming to town on the heels of releasing
their debut album. They have been receiving rave
reviews on their freshman release for its intense
style and brilliant lyrics.
Lead singer/guitarist Jason Paxton has a very dark
and smooth voice, comparable to Jim Morrison, as
the band’s music easily runs along the same mooddriven looming rock that the Doors and The Velvet
Underground created decades ago.
After The Satyrs will do their best to mesmerize
and hypnotize you with their hazy chords and
dream induced melodies, havoc will be forced upon
Charleston by the invasion of robots.
On Wednesday, Friends & Co. will showcase the
ska/punk/mechanical band Captured! By Robots.
The story behind Captured! By Robots is a
strange one. They are a one-person/three-cyborg
unit combining rock and roll with performance art
and a strange twist of “Star Wars.”
The tale begins where the human of the band,
JBOT, who was formerly in such prime time acts as
The Blue Meanies and Skankin’ Pickle, gets fed up
with dealing with his bandmates and their egos. To
solve this problem, he built robots to form a band

We don’t know what the hell is going on in this picture, but
hopefully the fine folks at Captured! By Robots can clue us
in when they hit Friends on Wednesday night.

photo courtesy of Captured! By Robots

ABOVE: Memphis locals The Satyrs come to Friends
Saturday. Hopefully, they will find their way out of this hole
before then.

photo courtesy of The Satyrs

with him.
His plan backfires as two of the robots, DRMBOT 0110 and GTRBOT666, end up being incredibly evil and take over the band, torturing and humiliating JBOT throughout the bands’ shows. A kinder,
gentler robot – The Ape Which Hath No Name –
does his best to defend their creator as he was created as a loving robot.
Even without the aid of robots, The Satyrs have
established a name for themselves from their
Memphis roots up. Formed merely three years ago,
the trio have assembled quite a following which is
quite an accomplishment for an American gothic act
in a city that was built on rock & roll blues and R &
B.
The Satyrs consist of leadman Paxton, bassist
John Blalock, and drummer Angela Horton. They
have been featured in such publications as Rolling
Stone, Billboard, and were on the cover of the CMJ
New Music Report as a “must-hear” artist.
Not to be shown up by any humans, Captured!
By Robots have had the spotlight on them on such
programs as UPN’s “Strange Universe” and on the
Discovery Channel’s “Beyond Bizarre.”
So, if you’re planning your Halloween costume,
don’t rush to Target to buy yourself a robot outfit,
because that idea has already been taken.
The Satyrs will appear at Friends – located at 509
Van Buren Ave. – at 10p.m. on Saturday night; there
will be no cover. Captured! By Robots take the
stage at 10 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 1; there will
be no cover for this show as well.

from band, page 1b
effort into band promotion – even professing himself as the band manager and confining more of the
Playboy work to the road. “The band needs money,
and my work for Playboy can still be done via the
Internet,” Iguana said.
Iguana describes Chicago as lacking in vibrancy.
A vibrancy he became accustomed to in N.Y.C.
“I’m coming back into Chicago at 6 in the morning
from a gig, and some people are out, but it’s not
from being out all night like New York; they’re up
jogging and stuff like that,” Iguana said. “And everybody seems to think every things fine and nothing
needs to change. I don’t get it. I miss the energy
that was in New York,” Iguana said.
Not to mention the “who the f**k are you” attitude championed by some of the older school
Chicago rockers, which – since the days of successful power trio, Material Issue – always has imposed
a threat to Chicago pop bands. Nowadays, however, or at least within the past year, the Chicago
music scene has seen an explosion of fresh faces
from different places, and usually involving some

When

form of pop. Iguana said Chicago is much more
artist friendly than N.Y.C. and that he can practice
in his home, own a car and go to a $15 gig without
paying $25 to park.
Oh My God was listed on MTV/VH-1’s new
band Web site, emerge.sonicnet.com, as one of the
top 10 emerging rock bands in the nation in
October 2000. They just finished recording their
debut album and expect a release within the coming year. Previous post-show reviews indicate an
interesting high energy performance with originality.
You also can hear Oh My God tracks by visiting
www.mp3.com/ohmygodmusic. Expect a lot from
this band in the coming years – can you imagine if
you would have gone to see The Smashing
Pumpkins before they were huge? Stix is sure to
provide a perfect intimate show atmosphere complete with beer and your Verge staff writer’s own
favorite – girls. Take in an Oh My God show while
you can, before you have to pay $38.76 through
Ticket Master to do so.

Where

Price Phone

9 p.m. Fri. Oct. 27

Stevenson Dining Center

free

348-6655

Dr. Wu’s Soul Revue

9 p.m. Fri. Oct. 27

Gunner Buc’s (Mattoon)

$4

235-0123

Rose City Hookers

10 p.m. Fri. Oct. 27

Friends & Co.

$3

345-2380

Oh My God

10 p.m. Fri . Oct. 27

Stix

$2

345-7849

9 p.m. Sat. Oct. 28

Gunner Buc’s (Mattoon)

$4

235-0123

5 Gone Mad
The Satyrs
Krush
The Ravens
Caedmon’s Call

9:30 p.m. Sat. Oct. 28

Friends & Co.

free

345-2380

9:30 p.m. Sat. Oct. 28

Marty’s

$2

345-2171

10 p.m. Sat. Oct. 28

The Uptowner

$2

345-4622

7 p.m. Sun. Oct. 29

Nashville North Theatre

free

287-2103

Sunny Day Real Estate

10 p.m. Sun. Oct. 29

The Canopy Club (Champaign)

$15

344-2263
314-535-2900

Marilyn Manson

7:30 p.m. Mon. Oct. 30

The Fox Theatre (St. Louis)

$27.50

Captured! By Robots

10 p.m. Wed. Nov. 1

Friends & Co.

free

345-2380

OPEN MIC NIGHT

10 p.m. Wed. Nov. 18

Friend’s & Co.

free

345-2380
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Durst cooks up regrettably good ‘Hot Dog’
by sean stangland

Verge editor

Let’s get this out of the way right at the
top of this review.
I hate Fred Durst. I hate his commercially manufactured rage, I hate his voice, I
hate his fitted red New Era Yankees cap
and I especially hate the way he shamelessly panders to his public.
So, why do I like his band’s new record
so much?
Limp Bizkit, a band with a crude sexual
innuendo for a name, just released
“Chocolate Starfish and the Hot Dog
Flavored Water,” an album with an unbelievably crude sexual innuendo for a name
(I’ll let you figure that one out). This album
will almost certainly be one of the top sellers of the year, based solely on the fact
that Fred Durst can pack the F-word into
his rocking rhymes more than any other
hardcore artist in the country.
But what Durst lacks in lyrical creativity,
his band more than makes up for in musical invention; “Chocolate Starfish” is easily
the Bizkit’s most accomplished album from
an instrumental point of view. The opening
track, “Hot Dog,” shows off guitarist Wes
Borland’s chops, moving from a hard-driving crunch to a spaced-out, melodic shuffle.
This opening cut sums up my Limp
Bizkit dilemma; musically, they are one of
the most competent hard rock bands
working today. Lyrically, however, Fred
Durst is stunted. “Hot Dog’s” lyrics are
basically an excuse to say “f***” as many

times as possible. “If I say f*** 2 more
times / That’s 46 f***s in this f***ed up
rhyme.” Yes, that’s actually a line in the
song. It’s funny, to be sure, but why waste
Borland, bassist Sam Rivers, spinner DJ
Lethal and drummer John Otto on such
lyrical tripe?
Only a few songs really try to mean anything; “It’ll Be OK” is about a guy so in
love with the girl who screwed him over
that he sees suicide as the only course of
action. “Life is through / Just want to kill /
Myself for you.” I doubt Durst has ever
really felt this way, but doesn’t every rock
record aimed at teens need a good suicide
anthem these days? Once again, Borland
saves the day with some beautiful guitar
work.
The album’s real highlights come in the
form of “My Way” and “The One,” songs
that manage to be just as intense as the
rest of the record without using obscenities in every sentence. Both tracks demonstrate that Durst could be a decent vocalist if he could stop deluding himself by
actually thinking he’s a good rapper. Sure,
he gets the job done on “Hot Dog” and
“Take a Look Around” (yes, the “Mission:
Impossible 2” track appears here), but
Eminem and Dr. Dre don’t need to worry
about Fred stealing their thunder.
For all around musicality, the gold star
goes to “Hold On,” a quietly wistful track
that benefits greatly from the fact that
erstwhile Stone Temple Pilot’s Scott
Weiland wrote and produced the song, not
to mention the fact that he sings lead vocal

Eagle’s Aerie 3100
375 N. 14thSt * 345-1612

on it. This track comes at the end of the
record, but we would have welcomed a
calm in the storm earlier on.
Guest artists seem to do wonders for
the band; rapper Xzibit appears on
“Getcha Groove On,” as infectious a jam
as any you’re likely to hear from Mystikal
or Eminem this year. Unfortunately, the
album’s closer, “Rollin’ (Urban Assault
Vehicle),” wastes appearances by DMX,
Method Man and Redman on a No Limitstyle reworking of the first single from the
album.
That first single, “Rollin’ (Air Raid
Vehicle),” is undeniably catchy in the most
maddening way. If you thought “Nookie”
from 1999’s “Significant Other” got stuck
in your head, you ain’t heard nothin’ yet.
“My Generation,” the album’s other single
release, is similarly catchy and a bonafide
teen angst diatribe to boot. “We don’t,
don’t give a f*** and / We won’t ever give a
f*** / Until you, you give a f*** about me /
And my generation.” Finally a sentiment I
can get behind; many times I do feel as if
my generation is under appreciated by our
elders.
The end result is that even when
“Chocolate Starfish” is at its pandering
worst – “Livin’ it Up” features references
to both Christina Aguilera and “Fight
Club” for all you teenyboppers out there –
it is undeniably infectious. Listen to Fred’s
rage long enough, and you start flipping the
bird and spouting obscenities right along
with him. There’s just something inherently
fun in being completely obnoxious, and

If Fred Durst is the Chocolate Starfish, does that
make the rest of the band the Hot Dog Flavored
Water? Peace out, J.W.
photo courtesy of Interscope Records

Limp Bizkit provides that outlet for us.
So faithful reader, I must admit that I am
wearing a fitted red New Era Yankees cap
as I write this. I must further admit that I
will be among the navy blue-hooded masses at Assembly Hall for the Bizkit’s show
on Nov. 2. Limp Bizkit may be one of the
guiltiest of all pleasures, but it just happens
to be one of my own.
“Chocolate Starfish
and the Hot Dog
Flavored Water”
Limp Bizkit
Flip/Interscope
Records
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Advertise

Friday 6-8PM $5.00 FISH or $9.00 STEAK Dinner
New Band & Drink Specials Every Week!
9 - Midnight
New Guests & members Welcome
*must be 21 to stay past 9PM*

IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF

GIVE IT A TRY

50¢ Off Any
Blizzard

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT MARCH

Thursday, October 26th, 2000, 7:00 p.m.
EIU Campus Pond Pavilion
A candlelight march to promote saftey.
Campus and community members invited.
March, Campfire, Music, Poetry

345-6886

TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF WAITING

GLASSES IN AN HOUR
(...OR SO)

Featuring... Discounts for EIU Faculty and Students
¥ 20/20 Plan ¥

(Ad paid for by Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information Services)

Feeling Thirsty Sunday?
come to

JR’S Bar N Grill
$1.75 Bloody Marys
$1.50 Domestic Beers

free
pool

1412 Broadway Mattoon 258-9004

Terry’s Clip & Chip

$10 off any eye exam or
complete contact package

Barber & Golf Shop
call for an appointment

345-6325

Corner of 8th & Madison
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Tommy Boy

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News

High Quality, Best Value & Fastest Service.
Dr.
Steve
Lane,

FREE
ADJUSTNo other
discounts

CROSS

COUNTY

MALL

•

MATTOON, IL
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Scarface doesn’t Rap-A-Lot but he makes Def Jams
by matt neistein

Staff writer

Long before the word “thug” became a buzzword, long
before the No Limit army, long before gold dentistry first
showed up on Southern hip-hop’s radar, there was
Scarface and Rap-A-Lot Records.
Much like DMX is for the Ruff Ryders and Juvenile is
for Cash Money, Scarface was the figurehead of the
South’s first major rap label. Both as a member of the pioneering Geto Boys and as a solo artist, Face’s booming
voice and distinctive delivery made him one of the first
Southern superstars nationwide and an elder in the gangsta rap congregation for a decade.
That’s why it’s unthinkable that he’s not on Rap-A-Lot
anymore. Several months ago, he left the label to become
president of the brand-new Def Jam South division. The
release date of his latest album, perhaps his last on Rap-ALot, “The Last of A Dying Breed,” was pushed back all the
way from early spring to this month.
But, as he declares on “Look Me In My Eyes,” Scarface
is “down with Rap-A-Lot until the day I die.” And this new
collection only continues Face’s tradition of strong solo
albums.
“Eyes” is a 2Pac-ish, paranoid track with chaotic production full of frantic horns and strings, and he even

acknowledges thug life’s patron saint: “I can’t get no peace,
because 2Pac has been chasin’ me.”
Face outdoes himself with “Sorry For What?,” a hookless episode filled with anguish and suicidal thoughts
where he ponders his own nature. The dark, pounding
beat amplifies his fear when he proclaims, “I’m slowly fading into my thoughts ... I wasn’t really happy here, but I
was forced to lead the way.” It may just top his melancholy
performance in “My Mind is Playing Tricks On Me.”
There are a few cameos on the CD, and almost all of
them turn out exceptionally well. New Rap-A-Lot signees
UGK show up for “They Down With Us,” an old-school
throwback with the only sample on the album, from
Boogie Down Productions’ “I’m Still #1.” Bun B demonstrates rare lyrical dexterity, twisting rhymes repeatedly
while Pimp C’s Southern drawl makes anything he says
worth listening to.
The rather odd pairing of Face and Jay-Z works out
amazingly on “Get Out,” the tale of a crackhouse robbery
that has the two trading bars over a drum and piano
rhythm. And the headbobbing keyboards and steady beat
of “O.G. To Me” is perfect for a late-night cruise in a shiny
Caddy convertible, especially when Kurupt flexes the offbeat, East Coast/West Coast flow he perfected on Dr.
Dre’s “Chronic 2001.”
Maybe the best track on the album is “In & Out,” the

required ode to loose women and promiscuity. But the
dreamy, hypnotic groove is perfect for lighting up, and the
raunchy humor will definitely cause a guilty grin or two.
Devin The Dude, perhaps the most underrated Southern
MC, sounds like the kid in school who lost his virginity
before everyone else, and his smarmy voice should grace
the hook of every explicit sex cut for the rest of his
career. Naturally, Too $hort also drops a few jewels.
The album’s primary flaw is the production. Minus “It
Ain’t Part II,” the first single, which was produced by Erick
Sermon, Scarface had a hand in creating every track. His
fascination with string arrangements and skittering snares
gets old, and drags down tracks like “Watch Ya Step” and
“The Gangsta S***.”
Nonetheless, Scarface makes his Rap-A-Lot swan song
a testament to his longevity and consistency, and proves,
as he says on “It Ain’t,” he’s “still one of the coldest that
ever done this...”
“The Last of a Dying Breed”
Scarface
Rap-A-Lot / Virgin Records
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WEDNESDAY CARRYOUT SPECIAL

anIN

“Charleston’s Favorite Restaurant”

SLEEP IN, EAT OUT
Serving Breakfast
Saturday & Sunday
Until 2 p.m.
7th & Madison 1 block North of the Courthouse 345-7427

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING $3.53 LARGE 1 TOPPING $5.99

Write for the Daily Eastern News. Any student
registered for one or more credit hours can write
for the News, regardless of his or her major.
Students are given the opportunity to cover student government and administration in addition to
speakers and feature stories. We will teach you all
the steps of news writing from how to interview to
writing your story to designing pages. Stop by
1811 Buzzard Hall or call Amy or Matt at 5817941 or 581-7942 to get started.

2 medium
1 topping
pizzas

2 large
1 topping
pizzas

$7.99

$9.99

$12.99

Sampler Feast
2 Topping Pizza
10 Wings
Order of Breadstix
Medium Large
$14.99 $16.99

ORDER
CHUBBY’S
PIZZA

on campus?

2 small
1 topping
pizzas

Individual Pleaser
1 Topping Pizza
Order of Breadstix
Small Medium Large
$6.99 $7.99 $8.99

Large Pizza
One Topping

Large Pizza 5
Topping

X-Large
Cheese
Pizza

$6.99

$9.99

$10.99

215 Lincoln Ave.

The Daily

348-5454

Eastern News

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

We’ve Moved!

A New Look Tanning
Visit Our New Location
655 West Lincoln Suite 12
(In Lincoln Plaza Next to Wrangler)
Call Today 348-8123

Buy 1 Chalupa, Get 1 Free After 10pm
(present ad for purchase)
Charleston 345-2052

Advertise.

Mor e Beds & Mor e Options!

THE T OASTERS REUNION
&
CD RELEASE PARTY

Weekends are made for

Kenny Hays CD’s Will Be On Sale

WHEN: Sunday October 29th @ 7:00 PM
HS
P
A
WHERE: JR’s BAR -N- GRILL
GR E!

TO LABL
U
A AI
AV

Too Much Fun to Miss!
New Upper Level Opening This Weekend
1412 Broadway Mattoon 258-9004

SEE YA THERE!!!

HOLD EM UP... GO!!!!

4 o’clock club
$4 Pitchers
te All Request DJ

i
Ton

Saturday

Champaigns’ most partyinest, rockinest, good song playinist, & making
you want to dance band

KRUSH

e
Th nd
Ba Featuring songs from Sublime,

Smash Mouth, Orgy & many others

Owner
Michael R. Farris

$1.00 OFF any Variety Platter
345-6711
Charleston 102 E Lincoln Ave

Fine Line
Skin Art

Dink’s Body Art
Tattooing and Body Piercing
1420 Broadway Ave.
Mattoon, IL 61938

Tattoos & Piercings

New Lower

Phone

Inserters

wanted call The Daily Eastern News @ 581-2812.
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For rent

For rent

Sublessors

Announcements

FIRE YOUR BOSS and WORK
AT HOME. EARN $500-$5000/
MONTH. CALL 1-800-934-9371.
_____________________ 10/27
Apply at Marianne’s Deli- needed
waitstaff kitchen assistant (experience necessar y) 615 Monroe
Downtown Charleston. 348-7733
______________________10/27
FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS.
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this quarter
with
the
easy
Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
______________________10/27
NEED C.N.A. Four nights a
week, 8-10pm. $8.00hr. 3486678 after 5pm.
_______________________11/1
Help Wanted. Receptionist for the
Mattoon Academy of Gymnastics
and Dance. People skills and
computer skills required. Evening
hours. 235-1080 Ask for Dave or
Dawn.
_______________________11/1
Full Time and Part Time. Have
openings for Fall and Spring
Semesters in shipping, receiving
and light assembly. Apply in person with Scholastic Recognition.
Nor thwest Business Park 689
Castle Drive for directions call
345-9194.
_______________________11/2
WILDLIFE JOBS $8- $19/HR. +
Federal Benefits. Park Rangers,
Security, and Maintenance. No
experience for some. For info call
1-800-391-5856 x 2243. 8am9pm. Local not guar.
_______________________11/3
POSTAL JOBS $9-$14.27/HR.
+Federal
Benefits.
No
Experience, exam info Call 1-800391-5856 x 2242. 8am-9pm.
Local not guar.
_______________________11/3
OWN A COMPUTER? Put it to
work! $350-$850 per week.
www.money4ever.net
_______________________11/3
$8-$15 PER HOUR. HIRING
NOW FOR WAITSTAFF. FLEXIBLE HOURS FULL OR PART-

TIME. APPLY IN PERSON GILL
12TH AND DEWITT, MATTOON.
234-4032.
_______________________11/3
ATTENTION WORK FROM
HOME Mail Order. $25.00$75.00/hr PT/FT 800-925-7102.
______________________11/10
Are you connected? Inter net
users needed. $500-$800 weekly.
www.all-ebiz.com
______________________11/14
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Earn Cash & Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 18000-234-7007 endlesssummertours.com
______________________12/11
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
Required. Free information packet. Call 202-452-5942.
______________________12/11
Join Peace-Oriented IncomeSharing Community of Students/
Grads starting families near Univ.
Illinois.
1800-498-7781.
www.childrenforthefuture.org.
______________________12/11
Make a difference in a child’s life.
Children program seeks mature
adult to assisting home supervision of youth. Applicants must
posses common sense, strong
work ethic, and loving disposition.
$7.00 for first and second shifts,
$7.50 for third shift. Please apply
in person at the Graywood foundation 1550 Douglas Drive suite
206, Chas. EOE.
________________________00
CCAR Industries’ group homes
need caring, responsible people!!
Benefits available for full-time primary positions. Part-time hours
available. Shifts available are
3pm to midnight, and weekends.
Applications obtained at 1530
Lincoln Avenue, Charleston, IL
61920. (217) 348-0127, ext. 404.
E. O. E.

3 bedroom apartment available
for Spr ing semester 2000.
Village Point Apar tments.
Furnished. Close to campus.
Call Linda @ 345-5969.
_____________________10/29
Two
BR
apar tment.
$350/month. Water and trash
paid. No pets. Security deposit
and references. 345-1281.
_____________________10/30
Park Place Apartments. 1 bedroom apartment. Fits 2 comfortably. Ver y close to campus.
345-0926.
_____________________10-31
Leasing Spr ing and Fall
Semester 2001. Brittany Ridge
Townhouse 3-4 bedrooms, 2 1/2
baths, washer/dr yer. Walking
distance to EIU. Call 348-8201.
_____________________10/31
For Rent. 2 blocks from campus. Bedroom, kitchen, ALL utilities. Washer/Dryer. $275/mo.
345-5456.
_____________________10/31
APTS.
AVAILABLE
2nd
Semester, Summer. 1,2,3 persons. 345-4489, C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, broker.
______________________11/2
New 2 and 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities included, NO
PETS. Renting Spring 2001
and Fall 2001. 2121 18th
Street. Call 345-6885 or 3457007.
_______________________00
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1, 2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PH. 3456533 (OLDE).
_______________________00
Dorm living not to your liking?
See our large 2 bedroom apartments. We will even help with a
roommate.
Lincolnwood
Pinetree 345-6000.
_______________________00
1107 & 1109 third, Charleston. 2
bedroom furnished apts. Water
& trash included, $500 per
month
345-3100
Shown
between 10:00 a.m-4:00 pm
_______________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS.
1,2,&3
BEDROOM
OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER, &
TRASH FURNISHED. OFFICE

345-1266 OR 346-3161.
_______________________00
Need a roommate? We are the
experts. Lincolnwood Pinetree
345-6000.
_______________________00
Two Bedroom Furnished apts.
No Pets or Parties. 345-2231.
McArthur Manor Apts.
_______________________00
Apartments, houses available for
fall. Nice and clean with variety
to choose from, 1 bedroom efficiency, 2 bedroom apartments,
or 3 bedroom houses. Call 3455088. Poteete Property Rentals.
_______________________00
Select your apar tment now.
Leasing now for Januar y and
Fall 2001. Call 345-6000.
_______________________00
3 Bedroom Fur nished Apts.
Ver y few left. Call Unique
Properties at 345-5022.
_______________________00
2 bedroom furnished apt. close
to EIU- $490/mo. No pets 3457286.
_______________________00
Duplex available. Spring & summer. 2 bedroom., 2 bath. Very
nice. Full basement, garage
with electric door opener. Ideal
for female upperclassmen.
Phone: 348-7746
_______________________00
Spring and summer. 2 bedroom
fur nished and unfur nished
apartments available. 2001 S.
12th St. Phone: 348-7746
_______________________00
Campbell Apartments 1,2,3 bedroom. Heat, water, & trash furnished. Downtown 345-3754.
_______________________00
Nice, close to campus unfurnished houses for 2001-2002
school year. No pets. $275/mo.
- 12 months lease. Call 3453148.
_______________________00

1 or 2 sublessors needed for
spring 2001. Nice bedroom furnished apartment. Call Garrett at
345-7307.
______________________10/27
1 bedroom apartment. Sublessor
needed for spring semester. Near
the square. Call for information.
345-9252.
______________________10/30
Sublessor needed for spring
2001. Brittany Ridge. $188 a
month and utilities. Call Jon.
348-9360
_______________________11/1
Sublessor needed. 1 bedroom
apar tment available spring
semester 2001. Graduating in
December. Call Mike 348-6178.
_______________________11/2
1 sublessor needed for spring
2001. A/C, W&D, fully renovated.
1 block from campus. $200 plus
utilities. Must see! 345-0176
_______________________11/9
Sublessor needed for Spring
2001.
Close to campus
$230/month and utilities. Call Erin
345-3561
______________________11/10
Sublessor needed for Spring
2001. 1 bedroom apartment with
balcony. Call Brian at 345-0678.
______________________11/17

of Gymnastics and Dance. For
more information call 235-1080.
_______________________11/1
Calculus Homework? Get any
derivative, step by step with each
step explained.
FREE!
www.calc101.com
______________________11/17
Bad credit?
No Fees.
Need a loan?
Call toll free 1-800-892-9701
______________________11/28
ACT NOW! Guarantee the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida and
Mardigras. Reps. needed...travel
free, ear n $$. GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800-8388203/ www.leisuretours.com.
______________________12/11
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Earn Cash & Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 18000-234-7007 www.endlesssummertours.com
______________________12/11
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND SPECIALS. LITE, MGD 18
BTLS $9.99, KEY LT. 24
CANS$8.99, ADMIRAL NELSON
750 ML $7.99, SKOL VODKA
750ML $4.99, INGLENOOK
WHITE ZIN. 1.5L $4.99, SPECIAL EXPORT KEGS $47.00.
EASTSIDE PACKAGE 18TH &
JACKSON 345-5722
______________________10/27
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND SPECIALS. LITE, MGD 18
BTLS $9.99, KEY LT. 24
CANS$8.99, ADMIRAL NELSON
750 ML $7.99, SKOL VODKA
750ML $4.99, INGLENOOK
WHITE ZIN. 1.5L $4.99, SPECIAL EXPORT KEGS $47.00.
EASTSIDE PACKAGE 18TH &
JACKSON 345-5722
______________________10/27

For rent
Apartment for rent for 2 persons.
$260 per person. (All inclusive
except phone) Call 345-3410 for
appointment.
_____________________10/27

Roommates
Needed Spring 2001 male roommate for 2 bedroom furnished
apar tment on Lincoln Street.
Call 348-0157
_____________________11/16

Announcements
JUST SPENCE’S. 1148 6TH
STREET. FUN PLACE FOR
HALLOWEEN! OPEN MONDAY
- SATURDAY 1:30-5 PM.
EXTENDED HOURS LAST
WEEK OF OCTOBER. 3451469.
______________________10/27
10,000 Costumes- Reser ve
yours now! Reasonable rates.
Grand
Ball,
609
Sixth,
Charleston. 345-2617.
______________________10/31
Survive Spring Break 2001! All
the hottest destinations/hotels!
Campus Sales representatives
and student organizations wanted! Visit inter-campus.com or call
1-800-327-6013. The tribe has
spoken!
______________________10/31
Adult Jazz and Tap classes now
offered at the Mattoon Academy

Personals
KATIE HORBAS OF ASA~ You
are doing an awesome job with
the pearls! Keep it up! Alpha
love, your sisters.
______________________10/27
NIKKI PATZNER OF SIGMA

CampusClips
JAPANESE ANIMATION SOCIETY. A meeting will be held on Friday, October
27 at 7:00 p.m. in the Effingham Room of the Union. Please note time change
for this week. All are welcome to attend. This week we are watching episode
8 of Record of Lodoss War, the conclusion of Macross Plus, and the warped
psychological thriller Perfect Blue.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. On Friday, October 27 from 10-1 come over and
ejoy the newly redecorated Lighthouse for an evening of fun, dancing, visiting
with friends, etc.
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE FELLOWSHIP. A contemporary worship service will be held on Sunday, Oct. 29 from 6-7 p.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church on 7th St., across from “What’s Cookin.” The service will be informal
with time for worship and devotions.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES. Students
must formally apply for University Admission to Teacher Education. This is
done by attending a meeting. Students who have not previously applied must
attend. The next meeting will be held on Saturday, October 28, 2000 from
1:00-1:50 p.m. in 1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE. Sunday Morning Worship, October 29, 2000
at 10:30 am in the Buzzard Auditorium. 9:30 am prayer, 10:00 am doughnuts.
Everyone is welcome to attend!
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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FALL
Flea Market
at

C ROSS COUNTY MALL

Friday, Saturday, & Sunday
October 27, 28, 29
There’s no telling what you might find... knicknacks, furniture,
antiques/collectibles, crafts, homemade candy, T-shirts, sporting goods,
toys, comic books and baseball cards

HALF THE FUN
IS JUST LOOKING

OVER 100 BOOTHS!

in the mall concours and the Former
House of Fabrics

CROSS COUNTY MALL

GIFT CERTIFICATES

They are available at the Mall office in any denominatoin.
These certificates are honored in any store in the Mall
including Alamo Steak House, Cross County Dental
Center, Premiere Video, Macari Maytag Home &
Applicance Center and Taco Bell and you can purchase
them with your VISA or MasterCard.

Little Johnny, age 7, after making $50.00 off
his lemonade stand. He still has more
money than you. You wanna know why?...

Advertise ==== More $$$$$$$$$
more business more $$$$$$$$$$

BECAUSE HE

ADVERTISED!!!

Advertise

Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News

Personals
KAPPA: You looked beautiful
Monday
at
Derby
Days
Coronation! Love- your sisters.
______________________10/27
Congratulations
to
SHEA
MINOTT of SIGMA KAPPA on
getting lavliered to Wes Temples
of SIGMA PI! Love- your sisters.
______________________10/27
JEN LANDINI - Congratulations
on your engagement to Sean. I
am so happy for you! Love, Anjoli
______________________10/27
Holiday Dances- get tanned! 10
tans $25 at Tropitan. 618 W.
Lincoln 348-TAN3.
________________________00

Officialnotices
Official notices are paid for by the Office of
University Publications.
Questions concerning notices should be
directed to the originator.

ELECTRONIC WRITING
PORTFOLIO
Students may begin turning in
essays for the Electronic Writing
Portfolio on Monday, November 6,
at 3001 Ninth Street Hall.
Remember to bring your signed
submission form and your essay
in “rich text format” on a 3.5 floppy
disk. Thank you for your cooperation.
—Karla J. Sanders, Director,

Center for Academic Support &
Achievement
FINAL EXAM CHANGES
STudents who have three final
examinations scheduled for oneday may change the date of one
of the final examinations with the
approval of the INSTRUCTOR.
Requests for changes for medical
or personal emergencies may
also be considered. In cases not
resolved between the student and
the
instructor,
the
Dean,
Enrollment Management, Room
116 Old Main, will seek resolution.
Students are discouraged from
requesting instructors to deviate
from the published exxamination
schedule. Reasons of personal
convenience such as work, transportation arrangements or vacation plans, do NOT constitute
grounds for approval of examination change requests.
—Dr. Frank Hohengarten, Dean
Enrollment Management
FINAL EXAM INFORMATION
Please be aware that the final
exam schedule for Fall 2000 is
published on page 3 of the Fall
Term 2000 Class Schedule. Class
schedules are available on the
shelf outside the Registration
Office. The fall final exam schedule is also available on
Registration’s homepage on the
Internet, at <www.eiu.edu/~registra/>.
—Dr. Frank Hohengarten, Dean
Enrollment Management

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Classic exorcises demons of bad horror flicks
by christopher weedman
Staff writer

Once upon a time, believe it or not, horror films were scary.
For people who have grown up on a steady
diet of frightless fare like the “Scream” and “I
Know What You Did Last Summer” films, this
fact might be hard to grasp. During the 1970s,
however, audiences were aghast at the nervejangling thrills of such scarefests as John
Carpenter’s “Halloween,” Richard Donner’s
“The Omen,” Tobe Hooper’s “The Texas
Chain Saw Massacre” and an array of stylish
“Italian giallo” gorefests by director Dario
Argento.
Arguably, the most frightening film to come
out of this “golden age” of horror was
William Friedkin’s 1973 masterpiece, “The
Exorcist.” The film successfully blended visceral thrills with an intelligent screenplay that
explored society’s loss of religious faith.
Everyone now has the chance to savor the
film’s unflinching power again in a new
restored version with alternative footage and
six-track digital surround sound. The film is
currently playing at the Beverly 18 Cinemas in
Champaign and the Savoy 16 in Savoy.
Chris MacNeil (Ellen Burstyn) appears to
have everything going for her. A strong and
confident woman of the ‘70s, Chris has
achieved her dreams of becoming a successful
actress and the loving mother of a beautiful
daughter. Despite the fact she was unable to
reconcile her marriage with her estranged
husband, Chris has overcome the handicaps
of being a single, working mother and has
created a home filled with love and happiness.
Little does she know her benign world will
soon be overtaken by an unspeakable evil.
Chris’ young daughter, Regan (Linda Blair),
begins to exhibit bizarre behavior that baffles
even the doctors. She has suddenly become
horribly violent with everyone and has started to use four-letter obscenities that would
make even the most foul-mouthed sailor
blush in embarrassment. Under hypnosis,
Regan tells her mother and the doctors that
something has invaded her body and will not
relinquish control. Everyone is afraid to admit
the impossible truth: Regan is possessed by
the devil and needs an exorcism.
With nowhere else to turn, Chris goes to
a local Catholic priest/psychiatrist, Father
Damien Karras (Jason Miller), for help. She
urges Father Karras to come to her house
and rid her daughter of the evil corrupting
her soul, but he doubts her claims and

“Mommy, can I have some split pea soup?”

photo courtesy of movies.yahoo.com
believes there must be a logical explanation.
Since Father Karras’ recently has begun to
lose his religious faith due to the death of his
mother (Vasiliki Maliaros), he lacks the spiritual strength to acknowledge the devil’s presence. It will take an elderly Jesuit priest,
Father Merrin (Max von Sydow), to give both
Chris and Father Karras the power to fight
their respective demons.
“The Exorcist” is based on the best selling
novel by William Peter Blatty – co-screenwriter of the classic 1964 Pink
Panther/Inspector Clouseau film “A Shot in
the Dark” – and was considered a hot property by the film studios upon publication.
When Warner Bros. obtained the rights to
the film version, Blatty was secured to write
the screenplay, and the directing duties were
handed over to Friedkin, who was hot after
the success of his 1971 Academy Award-winning police thriller “The French Connection.”
Friedkin gave the film a documentary-like
realism that added greatly to the film’s power.
He engulfed the film’s extraordinary events in
a world of utmost normalcy that it is surprisingly powerful to both secular and non-secular audiences. Few films in history have
caused such nationwide furor. While evangelist Billy Graham called the film “evil” in the
press, many in the Catholic community championed the film for seriously exploring religious faith. The Motion Picture Academy
embraced the film by awarding it 10 Oscar
nominations and handing it two statuettes for
Best Screenplay and Best Sound.
The new version of the film, which more
reflects the intentions of screenwriter/producer Blatty, includes a new pre-title opening
sequence, an examination scene between
Blair and her physician before her possession,

an eerie spiderwalk sequence with Blair
crawling down a staircase with her body
arched backward, multiple subliminal shots,
an alternate upbeat ending and a new sixtrack digital surround sound soundtrack.
While the extra footage and new soundtrack
is indeed both enjoyable and interesting, it
does not add any great significance to the
film. The original version was just as effective.
The performances are nothing short of
superb. Burstyn effectively gives Chris a balance of intelligence and emotion. Unlike
numerous female film characters of the time
period, she is not shown as a weak heroine
who needs a man to help her stand on her
own two feet. In his acting debut, Miller gives
a low-key portrayal that seems to be
harboring repressed feelings of guilt that
could possibly erupt at any moment.
Ingmar Bergman film veteran von Sydow is
stern and stolid as the film’s title character,
while child actress Blair – vocally dubbed by
Mercedes MacCambridge in the possession
scenes – is effective in eliciting both fear and
sympathy from the audience. Idiosyncratic
performances by the late veteran character
actors Lee J. Cobb and Jack MacGowran lighten up the festivities with their respective performances as an absent-minded detective and
a drunken film director.
Despite the unnecessary additions and
alterations, I entreat all of you to this new
version of “The Exorcist,” so you can once
again experience a truly scary film.

Seven
Days
without
Angie’s
Pizza
makes
one
weak!

Friday - Thursday
Special

2 calzones
w/ 2 toppings
$ 7.99
Runs from Oct. 27- Nov. 2

“The Exorcist – The Version You’ve Never
Seen Before”
Warner Bros.

HHHH

345-3288
636 W Lincoln

We Deliver!
CHINA 88
1140 Lincoln 348-1232

We

DELIVER

Everyday
Lunch Buffet 11am ~ 2pm $5.20...includes softdrink
Dinner Buffet 4:30 ~ 8pm $7.10
Everyday Dinner Specials served w/ (2) Crab Rangoon
or Egg Roll & choice of BBQ Pork
or Chicken Fried Rice...Includes softdrink
Hours Sun-Thurs 11am-9pm

Fri-Sat 11am-10pm

